Course

CHE 2A

Title

General Chem

Instructor

Gulacar

How will
discussion
and lab
Will the
sections be
lectures be
conducted?
synchronous
Are they
(live),
synchronous,
asynchronous, asynchronous,
or both?
or both?

Asynchronous

CHE 2C

General Chem

Chamberlain

Lecturers are
asynchronous
(pre-recorded)

8A

Organic Chem Brief

Ochoa

Both

8B

107A

110A

118A

118C

Organic Chem Brief

Phys Chem Life Sci

Longaker

Both

Both
synchronous
and
asynchronous

N/A

Both

Hayashi

Phys Chem: Quantum
Mech
Hayashi

Org Chem Health Sci Lievens

Org Chem Health Sci Nasiri

synchronous
and will be
recorded.

asynchronous

Exams and
office hours are
synchronized,
lectures are
asynchronized
(prerecorded.
.

both

Labs are
synchronized
and attendance
is mandatory.

Will the
synchronous
lecture,
discussion,
and/or lab
material be
recorded?

Yes

Is attendance
in
synchronous
discussion
sections
required?

Will exams be
held at a
scheduled
time (e.g.,
during
lecture)? Will
Will students
they be timed
in different
but held over a
time zones
longer time
have options
How will
frame? Will
to take exams
exams be
they be takein their own
administered?
home?
time zone?

No

Synchronous
(proctored)

Exams will be
held during
lecture time.

Lecture and
labs are
recorded.

No

Synchronous
Scheduled
via Gradescope Lecture time

Yes

N/A

Gradescope

Yes

Only during
exams

Synchronous
Scheduled
via Gradescope Lecture time

The students
are encouraged
to attend all
lectures, but will
have no
problem if they
review recorded
lectures.

Exams/quizzes
will be held
during the
lecture time, so
all students
have to take the
same
exam/quiz at
the same time.

The students
are encouraged
to attend all
lectures, but will
have no
problem if they
review recorded
lectures.

Exams/quizzes
will be held
during the
lecture time, so
all students
have to take the
same
exam/quiz at
the same time.

yes

no

NA

Gradescope

Synchronous ,
Zoom
proctored, and
gradescope.

Scheduled
Lecture time

It must be
scheduled in
advance with
the head TA.

Synchronous

Are there other
important
course
logistics or
requirements
that students
should be
aware of?

No.

No

Zoom, recorded No.

Synchronous
exams during
class time.
Students need
an internet
connection that
can support
their
participation in
Zoom with their
webcam on.

Yes

Zoom, not
recorded

N/A

Stable internet,
camera for
zoom

Yes, but exams
scheduled in
Davis, CA Local Zoom, not
Time
recorded

No.

Stable internet,
camera for
zoom

No

Office hours will
be held via
zoom twice a
week by me on
a set schedule.
Office hours will no other
not be
material
recorded.
required.

No

Office hours will
be held via
zoom twice a
week by me on
a set schedule.
Office hours will
not be
recorded.

software
program
(MatLab or
Mathematica)
for homework.

Zoom, not
recorded

No

stable internet,
zoom access

No

Synchronous
exams during
class time.
Students need
an internet
connection that
can support
their
participation in
Zoom with their
webcam on.

timed but held
over longer time
frame
yes

Scheduled
Lecture time

Is any specific
software or
additional
How will office
course
hours be
material
conducted?
required?

No

Zoom, not
recorded

